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Dukane Announces “Collegiate Series” Projector Group
10-22-10. Today, Dukane introduced three new projectors which are part of their “Collegiate
Series” of projectors. The 8958H-RJ (XGA, 4000 lumens) MAP is $2495, 8959H-RJ (XGA, 5000
lumens) MAP is $3095 and the 8957HW-RJ (WXGA, 4000 lumens) MAP is $2795. These new
projectors allow stacking, which virtually doubles the brightness and is much less expensive
when compared to other high brightness units. Features include:















Stackable projectors for high brightness, low cost
Lamp access on top
High performance (5000 hour) hybrid filter with easy access
Special 16 Watt audio output
New Microphone input
New 3000/5000 hour lamp
Built in anti-theft security
Audio pass through
Network control
0.5 Watt power saving in standby mode
PC less presentations from a memory card or the network
HDMI input
Zoom range lens of 1.7x.
Perfect Fit quickly adjusts the projected image by moving four corners and four sides at
one time. Gives perfect image when stacking units.

For more than fifty years, Dukane’s Audio Visual Products Division has provided schools around
the world with technology solutions that helped increase student learning. With a network of
trained professional dealers available to provide personal and localized sales support, Dukane is
committed to meeting each customer’s particular needs.
Since 1922, Dukane has been involved in the development of systems and equipment for the
educational, commercial, and industrial markets. Today, the company is divided into two
operating divisions which produce diversified product offerings including audio visual
presentation equipment and ultrasonic assembly
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